


All games below are included in the COLOSSAL CLASSICS game suite!

TENSION SLOTS adapts these successful core game titles to a 10-line version:

THRILLER JACKPOTS features this proven top-performing CASH FEVER™ HOT & WiLD standalone progressive title:

Grab your bullwhip and follow ACTION JACK™ 
on a thrilling escapade! The highest-paying 
symbol, Volcano, appears frequently. All sym-
bols except the scatter symbol occur stacked. 
The CASH FEVER™ Bonus is triggered by three 
CASH FEVER symbols anywhere on screen.

Meet the majestic Tiger which acts as the top sym-
bol as well as a two-position high wild symbol in 
Golden Jungle™. Each Statue symbol will activate 
a Wild icon displayed above the reel. Collecting 4 
icons turns the entire reel wild for 3 spins.

Come and explore mysteries in ICY WILDS™.
Stacks of high value symbols appear frequently, 
turning a full reel wild for the next purchased 
game. This Wild rule and the 4-fold top paying 
symbol o� ers players a very high chance for 
awesome wins.

I LOVE FRUITS™ is a classic slot game with all 
symbols appearing stacked except the Heart 
symbol. Therefore the game o� ers good chan-
ces for very high wins.

JUICY ROYALE™ has easy understandable rules 
with high wins. Some symbols have a golden 
frame and if these are part of a winning combi-
nation, the Multiplier Feature will be triggered. 
The number of matching symbols scattered on 
screen de� nes the multiplier for the line win.

CLASSIC SLOTS features the following traditional volatile, low-line games:

In LINE ACTION players may choose between the following core games:

High wins are guaranteed in the Egyptian-
themed thriller MAGIC PHARAOH™ now 
available as a 10-liner! The highest symbol, 
the Pharaoh, spreads his influence to his left 
and right for more wins.

TREASURES OF THE PYRAMIDS™ is now 
available as a 10-liner! Players will love the
Stacked Symbol Feature where in each spin, 
one symbol appears stacked on all 5 reels
giving the players more chances to win.

SPHINX WILD™ features a stacked symbol
approach combined with the Golden Mask
Surrounding Wild Feature. Pyramid scatter 
symbols trigger the Free Game Bonus selec-
tion screen.

The MERMAID OF THE NILE™ shows players all 
the sunken treasure chests. Three or more Ship 
symbols appearing on screen trigger the Sailing 
Ship Bonus. During this special free games bonus 
all Ship symbols turn into wild symbols and re-
present the “Wild Stays and Nudges” feature. 

In PHARAOH PRINCESS™ players discover
ancient Egpyt with all its miracles. The GIGANTIC
WILDS™ give the chance for great wins whereas 
the unique slow motion tension spin rounds 
up this exciting gaming experience.


